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Better Biome Cookbook
Eating for Microbiome Balance, Gut Happiness, and Digestive
Health
by Krystyna Houser and Robin Berlin, foreword by MD, Mark
Pimentel
Agate Publishing • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 9 x 10 • 240 pages
9781572843073 • $55.95 • cl • Health & Fitness / Diets

Improve gut health and maintain digestive balance with healthful and delicious
recipes for every meal. 
 
An estimated 70 million people in the United States are affected by one of the more than 15
diseases linked to digestive health, and 74% of Americans say they live with symptoms of
digestive discomfort. Your diet has a significant impact on your digestive health and
personal microbiome, and choosing which foods to eat can be a frustrating challenge. 

?

Building a Better Biome
Understanding the Microbiome's Connection to Health and Gut
Happiness
by Mark Pimentel and Ali Rezaie
Agate Publishing • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 176 pages
9781572843097 • $34.95 • cl • Health & Fitness / Diseases / Nervous System

An essential resource to understanding gut health, your microbiome, and how to
maintain digestive balance-featuring meal planning guides and sample menus-by two
leading experts in the field. 
 
Over the last fifteen years, research into the vast inner workings of the human gut's
microbiome" (the trillions of bacteria harbored in the gut) has led to groundbreaking
advances in human health and well-being. Now, two of the leading experts in the field, Dr.
Mark Pimentel and Dr. Ali Rezaie (...)

Sing Her Name
A Novel
by Rosalyn Story
Agate Publishing • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 384 pages
9781572842977 • $26.50 • pb • Fiction / African American / Contemporary Women

Sing Her Name follows two musically gifted women whose lives overlap across the
boundaries of time. This third novel by Rosalyn Story, whose critically acclaimed books treat
the central role of Black people in American music, is her best and most rewarding yet. 
 
Beautiful and brilliantly talented Celia DeMille is a nineteenth-century concert artist who has
garnered fame, sung all over the world, and amassed a fortune. But prejudice bars her from
achieving her place in history as one (...)
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The Mystic Hand
How Central Banks Shaped the 21st Century Global Economy
by Johan Van Overtveldt
Agate Publishing • On Sale: Jan 21/22 • 6 x 9 • 224 pages
9781572843066 • $48.95 • cl • Bus & Econ / Banks & Banking

It's hardly an exaggeration to claim that over the last few decades, central bankers have
achieved unprecedented status. Especially since the global financial crisis of 2008, the
world holds its breath whenever they announce new policy interventions. Given the opaque
nature of the money supply, in the eyes of most citizens, the mystic hand" of central
bankers is felt everywhere. Never before have central bank policies been so decisive, not
only for financial markets but also for national economies and public welfare in general. 
 
 This book traces the way in (...)
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Dreadful Sorry
by Jennifer Niesslein
Belt Publishing • On Sale: Mar 11/22 • 5 x 7.25 • 176 pages
9781953368034 • $23.95 • pb

A new collection of essays exploring class, whiteness, family, and nostalgia, for
better and for worse. 
 
I have a nostalgia problem, and I'm not the only American who does." So writes Jennifer
Niesslein in the introduction to Dreadful Sorry . But what, exactly, is the problem? Having
grown up hand-to-mouth in small-town Pennsylvania and suburban Virginia, Niesslein is
keenly aware of both past challenges and relative privilege. In this set of engaging, personal
stories, Niesslein digs into how (...)
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How to Be Normal
Essays
by Phil Christman
Belt Publishing • On Sale: Feb 11/22 • 5 x 7 • 208 pages
9781953368102 • $36.50 • cl • History / US / State & Local / Midwest

A collection of essays by the author of the critically acclaimed Midwest Futures . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Building on themes explored in his first book-specifically the notion of normality, or banality,
or just plain averageness" as it relates to Midwesternness and other modes of identity-Phil
Christman here writes from the intersection of his own various identities: Democratic (...)
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Agents of Repression
The FBI's Secret Wars Against the Black Panther Party and the
American Indian Movement
by Ward LeRoy Churchill and Jim Vander Wall
Black Classic Press • On Sale: Jan 14/22 • 6 x 9 • 540 pages
9781574782172 • $34.95 • pb • Political Science / Political Freedom & Security / Intelligence

For those wondering how Bill Clinton could pardon white-collar fugitive Marc Rich but not
Native American leader Leonard Peltier, important clues can be found in this classic study
of the FBI's COINTELPRO (Counterintelligence Program). Agents of Repression includes
an incisive historical account of the FBI siege of Wounded Knee, and reveals the
viciousness of COINTELPRO campaigns targeting the Black Liberation movement. The
authors' new introduction examines the legacies of the Panthersand AIM, and shows how
the FBI still presents a threat to those committed to fundamental social change (...)
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Amy Ashwood Garvey
Pan-Africanist, Feminist and Mrs. Garvey No.1 Or, A Tale of Two
Amies
by Tony Martin
Black Classic Press • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 450 pages
9781574781816 • $55.95 • pb • Biography & Autobiography / Social Activists

Tony Martin, the distinguished professor of African American and Caribbean history at
Wellesley College is determined to rescue Amy Ashwood Garvey from obscurity, and place
her not only in the forefront of the Marcus Garvey pantheon, but also in the feminist and
Pan-African movements of the twentieth century. His book, Amy Ashwood Garvey: Pan-
Africanist, Feminist, and Mrs. Marcus Garvey No. 1, Or, A Tale of Two Amies is, indeed, a
marvel of scholarship. He tells us that he worked on this book for some twenty-seven years,
and (...)
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StarCraft: Flashpoint
Blizzard Legends
by Christie Golden
Blizzard Entertainment • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 6 x 9 • 352 pages
9781950366835 • $20.95 • pb

The explosive novel based on the eagerly anticipated StarCraft II video game expansion,
Heart of the Swarm! The sinister zerg leader no longer commands her legions of
bloodthirsty aliens against the humans of the Koprulu sector, all thanks to the combined
courage and tenacity of Jim Raynor, General Horace Warfield, and a mismatched team of
Dominion soldiers and outlaw rebels. Although the queen is no more, Sarah Kerrigan is very
much alive. The woman who once controlled countless alienminds in a rampage across the
stars has been spirited away by (...)
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StarCraft: WarChest - Nature of the Beast
Compilation
by Blizzard Blizzard Entertainment
Blizzard Entertainment • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 6 x 10 • 100 pages
9781950366866 • $20.95 • cl • Fiction / Science Fiction / Adventure

Former Dominion ghost Nova and her partner Reigel have been busy chasing down
and destroying the dark legacy of the late Emperor Arcturus Mengsk. 
 But when the trail leads them to a forgotten trove of Mengsk's most dangerous weapons,
Nova and Reigel are forced to reconcile their mission with their morals. Don't miss the
action in this complete anthology, which collects StarCraft: War Chest comics from seasons
six and seven, as well as the season eight short story by award-winning author Alex Acks
(...)
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World of Warcraft: Bloodsworn
Blizzard Legends
by Doug Wagner
Blizzard Entertainment • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 6.62 x 10 • 152 pages
9781950366859 • $20.95 • cl

As the Cataclysm rips through Azeroth, Warchief Garrosh Hellscream orders the best
warriors of the Horde to come forward and serve in a new army, lest their foes in the
Alliance sense weakness and attack. 
 We meet these warriors as they come forward - from very different lands, backgrounds,
traditions... Will they be able to overcome their deep differences and work together to serve
the Horde, especially when challenged by a powerful, unfamiliar race claiming to be the real
rulers of Azeroth (...)
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World of Warcraft: Shadow Wing - The Dragons of
Outland - Book One
Blizzard Legends
by Richard A. Knaak
Blizzard Entertainment • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 5 x 7.5 • 192 pages
9781950366828 • $17.95 • pb

After leaving the Ghostlands, blue dragon Tyrygosa and human paladin Jorad Mace are
drawn through a dark portal and into Outland, the ruined world formerly known as Draenor,
where they find a group of dragons unlike any Tyri has ever seen (...)
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Dark Souls and Philosophy
by Michaud, Nicolas
On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 6 x 9 • 256 pages
9781637700143 • $31.95 • pb • Philosophy / Essays • Popular Culture and Philosophy

The celebrated literary critic and theorist of popular culture Paul A. Cantor has predicted
that the next great work of art in the history of world civilization will be a videogame. In the
opinion of many gamers, Dark Souls comes closest to fulfilling this prophecy. Dark Souls
and Philosophy  takes us on an in-depth exploration of the popular graphic novel series and
online RPG game. In these path-breaking essays, modern-day philosophers attempt to
examine, explore and discuss Dark Souls' creators, their original intent to entertain
audiences, and (...)
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Pokemon and Philosophy
by Michaud, Nicolas
On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 6 x 9 • 256 pages
9781637700167 • $31.95 • pb • Philosophy / Essays • Popular Culture and Philosophy

Pokémon is one of the most amazing pop culture phenomena of our epoch, with deep
metaphysical roots and profound philosophical implications. Pokémon and Philosophy
celebrates this cultural icon while helping its readers unpack the hidden secrets of
Pokémon. In this collection of essays, modern-day philosophers examine and dissect the
video game extravaganza. They explore its creators' original intent to entertain audiences,
as well as examine the expansion of the Pokemon empire and its various wide-reaching
effects on Western popular culture. Using a collection of diverse backgrounds, cutting-edge
(...)
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The Subplot
What China Is Reading and Why It Matters
by Megan Walsh
Columbia Global Reports • On Sale: Feb 11/22 • 5 x 7.5
9781735913667 • $22.50 • pb • History / Asia / China

What does contemporary China's diverse and exciting fiction tell us about its culture,
and the relationship between art and politics? 
 
The Subplot takes us on a lively journey through a literary landscape like you've never seen
before: a vast migrant-worker poetry movement, homoerotic romances by rotten girls,"
swaggering literary popstars, millionaire e-writers churning out the longest-ever novels,
underground comics, the surreal works of Yu Hua, Yan Lianke, and Nobel-laureate Mo Yan,
and what is widely hailed (...)
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Arab Boy Delivered
A Novel
by Paul Aziz Zarou and Paul Aziz Zarou
On Sale: Jan 18/22 • 232 pages
9781951082390 • $30.95 • cl • Fiction / Cultural Heritage

ARAB BOY DELIVERED is an intimate story set in the late sixties. As Michael maneuvers
through the working-class neighborhood delivering groceries, he enters the homes and lives
of his customers. He's confronted by the violence of racist bullies and falls for the radical
college coed who teaches him about sex, love, and protest. Michael grieves with the mother
whose only son died in the Vietnam War and is embraced by the first black couple who
move into the neighborhood. They all shape him, and through the conflict of hate (...)
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Jinwar and Other Stories
by Alex Poppe
On Sale: Mar 18/22 • 156 pages
9781951082055 • $22.50 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

Alex Poppe's characters celebrate the fragile grandeur of living an independent life in the
aftermath of violence. Deeply rooted in place, these stories are about identity, hope, and
redemption as fierce and flawed women rebuild their lives in the wake of war. The young
women sparking through these pages are surprising, funny, and devastating: the essence of
womanhood. 
 
The title piece, Jinwar," is a funny, yet heartbreaking story of an American woman who
survived rape in the military, was denied (...)
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Music Has No Boundaries
The Saga of 93.6 RAM FM and the Birth of NISSA FM in Palestine
and Israel
by Rafique Gangat
On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 116 pages
9781951082178 • $22.50 • pb • Biography / Personal Memoirs

Told for the very first time - the real story of 93.6 RAM FM, a pioneering English radio
station in Palestine/Israel - the building of, in a most difficult geo-political environment,
eventual launch, and the impact it made with 'talk', by sharing narratives of the other and
with 'music', by breaking boundaries and unfurling bridges of common ground, at a time
when walls of separation were being constructed. 
 
Story, which includes author's return to radio to be the host of the ONLY political talk show
that brought both sides to (...)

Nietzsche Awakens!
Matching Wits with Friedrich
by Farid Younes
On Sale: Mar 1/22 • 6 x 9 • 160 pages
9781951082017 • $23.95 • pb • Humor / Form / Puns & Word Play

Farid Younes makes his home in Byblos, a coastal town in northern Lebanon. He lived
through both the Lebanese and now the Syrian civil wars. Like all Lebanese, he has plenty
of "serious" in his life. The need for him and other Lebanese is to find the distance needed
to cope and if possible to move events and circumstances in a better direction. His answer
was to create a book that is a literary imitation of a coffee house with an open mic like the
famous "Haven - The Cabin" that (...)
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The Dusk Visitor
Stories from Syria
by Musa Al-Halool, illustrated by Hassan Hamam
On Sale: Jan 14/22 • 6 x 9 • 128 pages
9781951082130 • $22.50 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

A collection of 36 short stories from a Raqqa, Syria native whose home was commandeered
by ISIS and later destroyed by coalition airstrikes. 
 
Musa Al-Halool developed these stories based on a sense of embitterment toward the
Syrian regime. Now, after his country has fallen from the grips of an obtuse and rigidly
bureaucratic state into the uncertainties of war . . . he presents his stories as the response
of one still-same voice in the midst of madness. 
 
Musa Al-Halool's (...)
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The Passionate Spies
How Gertrude Bell, St. John Philby and Lawrence of Arabia Led
the Arab Revolt. And How Saudi Arabia Was Founded
by John Harte
On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages
9781951082543 • $31.95 • cl • History / Middle East / General

The modern Middle East was shaped in conflict between local tribes and Western powers
that had crushing, mechanized armies and entitled, obtuse leaders. Against what they
perceived as a dense wall of plain stupidity masquerading as real-politik, three British spies
threw the power of their idealism and their belief in the humanity of ordinary Arabs. They
succeeded in extraordinary ways, and yet paid a heavy price. Two took their own lives. The
third raised a son who became a notorious doubleagent in the Cold War: Kim Philby. 
 
Gertrude Bell (...)
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White Carnations
101 Tales from War-torn Syria
by Musa Rahum Abbas, translated by Musa Al-Halool
On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 6 x 9 • 152 pages
9781951082024 • $22.50 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

In White Carnations, the Syrian fiction writer Musa Rahum Abbas, revered in the Arab
world, makes his English language debut with 101 tales that sketch life inside and outside
Syria during the revolution that began in 2011. 
 
The prose in White Carnations is etched, distilled, essential. It recalls curious fables from
distant foreign lands. Delicious vignettes and anecdotes are followed with the most absurd
and horrific headlines of the Syrian revolution. Other tales document the furious efforts of
non-poor (...)
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A Better Class of People
by Robert Lopez
Dzanc Books • On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 5.5 x 8.5
9781950539420 • $23.95 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

In an uncanny, distorted version of New York City, a man rides the subway through the
chaos of an ordinary commute. He may have a gun in his pocket. He may be looking for
someone - a woman named Esperanza. Between stops, we shuttle back and forth through
time and see a man who stands in traffic, the same man seizing and shuddering on a
sidewalk, an institution where the man is housed with other undesirables (or
troublemakers?), a neighborhood where all the residents have forgotten their names. Over
everything looms (...)
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Asylum
by Nina Shope
Dzanc Books • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 5.5 x 8.5
9781950539512 • $37.95 • cl • Fiction / Historical

A work of brilliant and innovative historical fiction, Asylum delves into the disturbing and
seductive relationship between a young hysteric named Augustine and renowned
nineteenth-century French neurologist J.M. Charcot. As Charcot risks his career to
investigate the controversial disease of hysteria, Augustine struggles to make him
acknowledge their interdependence and shared desires - until a new lover, M., drives them
all to the brink of fracture. Drawing upon the medical photography, hypnotic states, and
grand demonstrations" that accompanied Charcot's research, Asylum traces the
deterioration of the dynamic between doctor and (...)
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If You [  ]: Fabula, Fantasy, F**kery, Hope
Fabula, Fantasy, F**kery, and Hope
by Colin Fleming
Dzanc Books • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 5.50 x 8.50 • 200 pages
9781950539215 • $25.50 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

A relationship ends in the space between [ ]. Abe Lincoln and Edgar Allan Poe Two stroll
the river in the afterlife, debating a second death. Two boys navigate jazz, baseball, and
growing up in the second between the pitch and the swing. And a man from Living
Dangerously sets off across the ocean on a pile of lobster traps, seeking the truth of the
smoke on the wind. With If You [ ], author Colin Fleming breaks the unwritten rule of the
short story collection. In over thirty different styles, Fleming delivers a (...)
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Shadowselves
by Jason Ockert
Dzanc Books • On Sale: Mar 4/22 • 5.5 x 8.5
9781950539390 • $23.95 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

Speculative and darkly surreal, the stories in Shadowselves examine characters who have
stepped dangerously close to an edge they cannot see. A snow plow driver stranded on the
roadside during a blizzard finds himself trapped in a riddled memory. A middle-aged man
wakes up one morning to find he's gained four hundred pounds overnight, along with the
unbearable regrets of countless strangers. A lonely child sets off to prove the existence of a
mythic bird, but uncovers an ugly secret on the other side of town. A comatose teenage (...)
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When Me and God Were Little
by Mads Nygaard, translated by Steve Schein
Dzanc Books • On Sale: Jan 28/22 • 5.5 x 8.5
9781950539383 • $23.95 • pb • Fiction / Literary

Seven-year-old Karl Gustav is sent away to live with his grandma following the death of his
big brother, Alexander. No one understands how Alexander, an excellent swimmer, washed
up on a North Sea beach near the harbor of Hirtshals in Denmark. Karl Gustav is left
bewildered and at a loss. While everyone around him shies away from talking about the
tragedy, he becomes increasingly concerned about death - not just of his big brother, but
death in general. Like Chinese boxes opening one into another, Karl Gustav reveals all (...)

?

Radicals and Visionaries
Success Stories of the World's Most Revolutionary Entrepreneurs
by The Staff of Entrepreneur Media Inc.
Entrepreneur Press • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 6 x 9 • 400 pages
9781642011487 • $34.95 • pb • Bus & Econ / Leadership

Social media promotion to include spotlights on entrepreneurs featured in this book with
links to purchase the title from retailers - Excerpts for Entrepreneur.com's 14m monthly
unique visitors. Key interviews will be included for shared promotion on the publisher's
social channels and cross-promotion with those interviewed. - Advertising in Entrepreneur 's
Fall Startups issue and the Success issue of Entrepreneur magazine - Promotion to
Entrepreneur's social media platforms which have a combined 10.4m followers - Start Your
Own series is a strong series with top sellers that have sold more than 868,000 copies (...)
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Start Your Own Pet Business
by Inc. The Staff of Entrepreneur Media and Rich Mintzer
Entrepreneur Press • On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 7 x 9 • 250 pages
9781599186696 • $29.95 • pb • Bus & Econ / Home-Based Buses • StartUp Series

Unleash the Profits with Your Passion for Pets Are you a pet lover? Fascinated by all things
furred, feathered, and finned? A fast-growing market, the multibillion-dollar pet industry
offers a world of business opportunities for entrepreneurs like you!From hands-on pet care
to specialty pet products like toys, food, and treats, the experts at Entrepreneur cover
everything you need to build a successful pet-related business. Providing insider advice,
tips, and tricks, along the way, this book will show you step by step how to: 
 - Target the (...)
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Start Your Own Virtual Assistant Business
by Jason R. Rich and The Staff of Entrepreneur Media
Entrepreneur Press • On Sale: Jan 14/22 • 7 x 9 • 220 pages
9781642011142 • $27.95 • pb • Bus & Econ / Entrepreneurship

Turn Your Organizational Skills Into a Business Are you a task master? Do you have
exceptional people skills? Are you ready to lose that 9-5 job and build your own virtual
assistant business?From finding clients and managing multiple projects to billing and legal
setup, the experts at Entrepreneur cover everything you need to build a successful virtual
assistant business. Providing insider advice, tips, and tricks, along the way, this book will
show you step by step how to: 
 - Target the niche that matches your skill set - Equip yourself with (...)
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The B2B Marketing Handbook
Selling Products and Services to Businesses in a Multichannel
Marketplace
by Robert W. Bly
Entrepreneur Press • On Sale: Jan 28/22 • 6 x 9 • 260 pages
9781642011418 • $36.50 • pb • Bus & Econ / Marketing / General

Deliver Big-Picture B2B Marketing To Reach Customers Faster 
in today's multichannel marketing world, the number of marketing channels has increased
geometrically - from content marketing and search engine optimization, to online video and
white papers, to Facebook ads and blogging. As a result, the challenge is twofold: (a)
Master the many marketing channels for maximum response and (b) Integrate them into a
multichannel marketing campaign encompassing both offline and online tactics. This is the
challenge that The B2B Marketing Handbook can help readers solve in (...)

Frommer's EasyGuide to Paris
by Anna E. Brooke
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Apr 8/22 • 5 x 8 • 320 pages
9781628875232 • $30.95 • pb • Travel / Europe / France • EasyGuide

Paris leads the world's other cities in art and cuisine, in architecture and history, in music
and sculpture, in philosophy and political ferment, in nearly every other area on interest to
the visitor. It has to be seen and experienced, and done so in a thoughtful manner.
Understanding the city's story and culture will add immeasurably to a trip to the City of
Light". 
 Written by longtime Paris resident, Anna E. Brooke, Frommer's EasyGuide to Paris is a
portable tribute to the city and a (...)
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Frommer's Arizona and the Grand Canyon
by Gregory McNamee and Amy Silverman
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Apr 8/22 • 5 x 8 • 536 pages
9781628875478 • $37.95 • pb • Travel / US / West / Mountain • Complete Guides

Take the guesswork out of vacation planning. Frommer's hires only seasoned experts, in
this case two renowned journalists who live full-time in Arizona. Their advice is savvy,
dependable, and based not on one or two short trips to the state, but on a lifetime of
exploration. They offer an up-to-date, detail- and tip-rich commentary on Arizona's iconic
sights, and will introduce you to restaurants, off-the-beaten-path attractions, nature spots,
tours, bars, and shops, that few tourists know to visit. So whether you're going to (...)

Frommer's EasyGuide to New Orleans
by Diana K. Schwam and Lavinia Spaulding
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Mar 4/22 • 5 x 8
9781628875195 • $30.95 • pb • Travel / US / South / West South Central • EasyGuide

Few cities anywhere are as vibrant, historically rich, and just plain fun as New Orleans. But
it's not a dummy proof" destination. Too many travelers leave town wondering what all the
fuss is about. 
 
That doesn't happen to those carrying this book. Written by frequent Frommer author and
journalist, Diana K. Schwam, Frommer's EasyGuide to New Orleans introduces travelers to
the experiences other visitors miss; and has the type of insightful commentary on the iconic
sights that brings them to (...)

Frommer's EasyGuide to Washington, D.C.
by Jess Moss and Kaeli Conforti
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Apr 29/22 • 5 x 8 • 320 pages
9781628875270 • $30.95 • pb • Travel / US / South / South Atlantic • EasyGuide

Washington, DC can be an overwhelming destination for visitors. With so many museums,
so many historic sights, so many working government buildings to see-not to mention its
scintillating foodie and nightlife scenes-just coming up with a plan can be stressful. 
 
That's where Frommer's comes in. We've hired local journalist Meredith Pratt to supply the
advice and details you need to create the right vacation for you. These include strategies for
seeing the iconic sights without fighting the crowds (...)

Frommer's Italy
by Stephen Brewer, Elizabeth Heath and Stephen Keeling
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5 x 8 • 832 pages
9781628875119 • $39.50 • pb • Travel / Europe / Italy

From the most trusted name in travel, Frommer's Italy is a comprehensive, completely up-
to-date guide to one of Europe's most storied vacation destinations. With helpful advice and
honest recommendations from Frommer's expert authors, you'll walk among the ancient
ruins of Pompeii, float along the canals of Venice, appreciate Renaissance masterworks in
Florence, explore off-the-beaten-path Puglia and live la dolce vita in Rome" - as well as
discover timeless wonders such as the vineyards of Tuscany and cliff-top towns perched
along the Amalfi Coast. 
 
Inside the (...)
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Frommer's Ireland
by Yvonne Gordon
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Apr 8/22 • 5 x 8 • 608 pages
9781628875096 • $40.50 • pb • Travel / Europe / Ireland • Complete Guides

An indispensable guide, Frommer's Ireland is a comprehensive and photo-filled look at one
of the world's most beloved destinations. Written by leading Emerald Isle expert Parker
Robbins, it takes you to many places only locals know, along with giving tips and tricks for
seeing the iconic sights... without having to hassle with crowds. 
Frommer's Ireland is : 
 o Completely updated printed in large, easy-to-read type 
 o Packed with colorful photos and helpful maps, including a full-color fold (...)

Frommer's Israel
by Karen Chernick, Shira Rubin and Sara Toth Stub
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 5 x 8
9781628875317 • $37.50 • pb • Travel / Middle East / Israel • Complete Guides

From the most trusted name in travel, Frommer's Israel is a comprehensive, detailed, and
opinionated guide to one of world's most storied destinations. Written by expert local
journalists, it covers all of Israel's most important and awe-inspiring historic, cultural, natural
and religious sites, with information on side trips to Petra, as well. 
 
Included in this guide are: 
 
Evocative photos and dozens of helpful maps, including a detachable fold-out (...)

Frommer's Hawaii
by Jeanne Cooper and Natalie Schack
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Mar 4/22 • 5 x 8 • 640 pages
9781628875072 • $40.50 • pb • Travel / US / West / Pacific • Complete Guides

Comprehensive and completely up-to-date, Frommer's Hawaii covers all the major
Hawaiian islands, and takes you from world-famous beaches to secluded rain-forests and
everywhere in between. Frommer's expert authors-both know every inch of the islands and
they're not afraid to tell the truth. With their reliable, straight-shooting advice, you'll be
snorkeling in palm-fringed lagoons, catching the sunrise over a soaring volcano, relaxing on
postcard-ready beaches, and experiencing Hawaii's rich cultural traditions and innovative
regional cuisine-everything you need for an unforgettable trip. 
 
Frommer's (...)

?

Frommer's Maine Coast
by Brian Kevin
FrommerMedia • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5.25 x 8 • 352 pages
9781628875454 • $30.95 • pb • Travel / US / Northeast / New England • Complete Guide

You'll never fall into tourist traps when you travel with Frommer's. Doing so is like having a
trusted friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. That's because our
guidebooks, unlike much of the competition, are written by resident experts-like Brian Kevin,
the author of Frommer's Maine Coast, and the managing editor of Down East magazine. In
this highly opinionated book, he'll help you sort through the options so you can tailor a
vacation that's right for you. 
 
Frommer's Maine Coast covers all of the (...)
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Wolf Tree
Ecopsychological Memoir in Essays
by Heather Durham
Homebound Publications • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 320 pages
9781953340429 • $26.50 • pb • Biography / Personal Memoirs

In this memoir-in-essays, Durham melds her backgrounds in psychology and ecology to
examine her relationships with resonant landscapes, animals, and human animals, and the
myriad environmental, physiological, and cultural factors that inform those relationships. In
lyric or more traditional personal essays, linear narratives or meandering musings, each
exploration builds on the one before, quilting together a patchwork terrain of ruminations,
insights, and ever more questions that comprise the examined life of an earthling. Wolf Tree
invites readers on an intimate journey deep into the quiet heart of an (...)
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Writer in a Life Vest
Essays from the Salish Sea
by Iris Graville
Homebound Publications • On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 200 pages
9781953340481 • $26.50 • pb • Nature / Essays

After nearly thirty years living in the Salish Sea's San Juan Archipelago, Iris Graville felt
compelled to write about the threats to its interwoven lattice of beauty, wildness, fragility,
and relationship. In 2018-19, Graville served as the Washington State Ferries' (WSF) first
Writer-in-Residence on the Interisland" route, traveling only among Lopez, Shaw, San Juan,
and Orcas islands. As a result, this storytelling lover of the Salish Sea presents Writer in a
Life Vest, thirty-six essays that explore climate change and endangered Southern Resident
Killer Whales, while leading (...)
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A Coin for the Ferryman
A Novel
by Megan Edwards
Imbrifex Books • On Sale: Mar 10/22 • 9 x 6 • 540 pages
9781945501159 • $41.95 • cl • Fiction / Literary

The story can now be told. 
 
 In 1999, an elite interdisciplinary team headed by Nobel laureate Andrew Danicek gathered
in California to carry out a ground-breaking time-travel experiment. While the rest of the
world remained unaware, Julius Caesar was successfully transported from the last day of
his life to a specially-constructed covert facility. Four days of conversation with historians
and Latin scholars were planned, followed by Caesar's return to the moment from which he
was extracted. But (...)

?

Android Phones for Seniors in easy steps
Updated for Android version 10
by Nick Vandome
In Easy Step Limited • On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 7.38 x 8.88 • 192 pages
9781840789423 • $23.95 • pb • Computers / Hardware / Handheld Computing • In Easy
Steps

Android Phones for Seniors in easy steps, 3rd edition covers smartphones using the
Android 10 operating system. In addition, it is also applicable to earlier versions of the
Android operating system, and issues with earlier versions are covered in the book. Android
10 is a highly effective option for using on a smartphone and some its new features include: 
 
 - Enhanced options for navigating around Android 10, including swiping on the screen to
access the Home screen, or moving between apps (...)
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iPhone for Seniors in easy steps
Updated for the forthcoming iOS 15, due Autumn/Fall 2021
by Nick Vandome
In Easy Step Limited • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 7.38 x 8.88 • 192 pages
9781840789454 • $23.95 • pb • Computers / Hardware / Handheld Computing • In Easy
Steps

This latest edition ofiPhone for Seniors in easy steps covers all models of iPhone using iOS
15. iOS 15 is the latest version of the operating system for iPhones, and it includes a range
of exciting new features, including: 
 
 - Improved options for managing notifications on your iPhone, so you can use it how you
want, without any unnecessary interruptions. This includes the Focus feature for specifying
which people and apps can send notifications at certain times, and the Schedule Summary
(...)

?

Laptops for Seniors in easy steps
Updated for Windows 11
by Nick Vandome
In Easy Step Limited • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 7.38 x 8.88 • 192 pages
9781840789430 • $23.95 • pb • Computers / Hardware / Personal Computers / Pcs • In
Easy Steps

Laptops for Seniors in easy steps, 8th edition covers laptops using Windows 11, the latest
update to the Windows operating system. Windows 11 is the most significant update since
the introduction of Windows 10 in 2015, and this book will help you get up and running with
this comprehensive update to the world's most widely-used computer operating system.
Windows 11 brings the operating system fully up-to-date, with a range of powerful and
exciting new features, including: 
 
 - A completely redesigned interface, known as Fluid Design, to give Windows (...)

?

macOS Monterey in easy steps
Updated for the forthcoming macOS Monterey (v12), due
Autumn/Fall 2021
by Nick Vandome
In Easy Step Limited • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 7.38 x 8.88 • 192 pages
9781840789461 • $23.95 • pb • Computers / Operating Systems / Macintosh • In Easy
Steps

macOS Monterey in easy steps covers all models of Mac computers (iMacs, MacBooks,
Mac minis and Mac Pros) using the latest version of the macOS operating system, macOS
Monterey. Some of the new features in macOS Monterey include: 
 
 - Improved options for managing notifications on your Mac, so you can use it how you want,
without any unnecessary interruptions. This includes the Focus feature for specifying which
people and apps can send notifications at certain times, and the Schedule Summary feature

?

Windows 11 in easy steps
Updated for the forthcoming Windows 10 Autumn/Fall 2021 (21H2)
release
by Nick Vandome
In Easy Step Limited • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 7.38 x 8.88 • 192 pages
9781840789478 • $23.95 • pb • Computers / Operating Systems / Windows • In Easy Steps

Windows 11 is the most significant update to the Windows operating system since the
introduction of Windows 10 in 2015, andWindows 11 in easy steps will help you get up and
running with this comprehensive update to the world's most widely-used computer operating
system. Windows 10 was updated with incremental annual updates, rather than a
completely new operating system, and Windows 11 brings the operating system fully up-to-
date, with a range of powerful and exciting new features, including: 
 
 - A completely redesigned interface, known as Fluid Design, to (...)
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Haymaker in Heaven
A Novel
by Edvard Hoem, translated by Tara Chace
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 5.50 x 8.50 • 256 pages
9781571311290 • $22.50 • pb • Fiction / Historical

From one of Norway's leading writers, translated into English for the very first time,
comes a transatlantic novel of dreams, sacrifice, and transformation set at the turn of
the twentieth century. 
 
 The year is 1874. Nesje is a recent widower with a young son, working as a haymaker on
an estate in the town of Molde and steadily clearing his own small holding. Then he meets
Serianna - an outsider, looking for work, who takes him fishing and smokes a pipe (...)

?

Return Flight
by Jennifer Huang
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: Jan 28/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 96 pages
9781571315281 • $22.50 • pb • Poetry / General • Ballard Spahr Prize

Selected by Jos Charles as the winner of the 2021 Ballard Spahr Prize for Poetry, Return
Flight  is a lush reckoning: with inheritance, with body, with trauma, with desire - and with
the many tendons in between. 
 
 When Return Flight  asks what name / do you crown yourself," Huang answers with many.
Textured with mountains - a folkloric goddess-prison, Yushan, mother, men, self - and
peppered with shapeshifting creatures, spirits, and gods, the landscape of Jennifer Huang's
poems is at once mystical and (...)

?

Thin Places
by Kerri ni Dochartaigh
Milkweed Editions • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 240 pages
9781571311955 • $33.95 • cl • Nature / Essays

Both a celebration of the natural world and a memoir of one family's experience
during the Troubles, Thin Places is a gorgeous braid of two strands, one wondrous
and elemental, the other violent and unsettling, sustained by vividly descriptive
prose" ( The Guardian ). 
 
 Kerri ni Dochartaigh was born in Derry, on the border of the North and South of Ireland, at
the very height of the Troubles. She was brought up on a council estate on the wrong side
of town (...)

?

Medium Mentor
10 Powerful Tecniques to Awaken Divine Guidance for Yourself
and Others
by MaryAnn DiMarco
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
9781608687633 • $23.95 • pb • Body, Mind & Spirit / Parapsychology / ESP

 (...)
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Memoir as Medicine
The Healing Power of Writing Your Messy, Imperfect, Unruly (but
Gorgeously Yours) Life Story
by Nancy Slonim Aronie
New World Library • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
9781608688074 • $25.50 • pb

A wonderfully fresh and frank guide to why and how to write personal stories that will heal,
liberate, inspire - and entertain - both writer and reader 
 
 Writing has been medicine for Nancy Slonim Aronie. At nine months old, her son Dan was
diagnosed with diabetes. Then, at twenty-two, he was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis.
During the years she and her husband took care of Dan, and when he died at age thirty-
eight, Aronie could not find the book she (...)

?

Reclaiming Wellness
Ancient Wisdom for Your Healthy, Happy, and Beautiful Life
by Jovanka Ciares
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 272 pages
9781608687848 • $23.95 • pb • Health & Fitness / Healthy Living

Today's most effective wellness practices - and their multicultural sources - presented to
make optimum overall health accessible to all 
 
 Many of the most popular approaches to mind, body, and spirit wellness are rooted in age-
old practices from around the world and come from communities of color. But today they are
typically promoted and used only by dominant culture elites. No more. In Reclaiming
Wellness, Jovanka Ciares reclaims these time- and science-proven modalities to make
them affordable and easy to (...)

?

The Dharma Bum's Guide to Western Literature
Finding Nirvana in the Classics
by Dean Sluyter
New World Library • On Sale: Apr 8/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 312 pages
9781608687695 • $25.50 • pb • Literary Criticism / Comparative Literature

Reveals the profound, often surprising ways the literature we love conveys the
enlightenment we seek 
 
Some of us were lucky enough to have one terrific, passionate English teacher who helped
us fall in love with books. Throw in a droll sense of humor, a love of quirky tangents, and
decades of meditation with lamas and rishis, and you get Dean Sluyter. For thirty-three
years, students sat in Sluyter's classroom having their minds opened wide. Now The
Dharma Bum's Guide (...)

?

Headwaters
The Adventures, Obsession and Evolution of a Fly Fisherman
by Dylan Tomine, illustrated by Frances Ashforth, foreword by
John Larison
Patagonia Books • On Sale: Mar 4/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
9781952338076 • $39.50 • cl • Sports & Recreation / Fishing

Christmas Island. The Russian Arctic. Argentine Patagonia. Japan. Cuba. British
Columbia.Dylan Tomine takes us to the far reaches of the planet in search of fish and
adventure, with keen insight, a strong stomach and plenty of laughs along the way. Closer
to home, he wades deeper into his beloved steelhead rivers of the Pacific Northwest and
the politics of saving them. Tomine celebrates the joy - and pain - of exploration, fatherhood
and the comforts of home waters from a vantage point well off the beaten path. Headwaters
traces the evolution of (...)
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The Forest Journey
The Story of Trees and Civilization
by John Perlin
Patagonia Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 6 x 9 • 420 pages
9781938340970 • $44.95 • cl • Nature / Ecosystems & Habitats / Forests & Rainforests

A Foundational Conservation Story Revived The Forest Journey was originally published
in 1986 and updated in 2005. It is the history of the influence of wood on the progression of
civilization.Until the ascendancy of fossil fuels, wood was the principal fuel and building
material from the dawn of civilization. Its abundance or scarcity greatly shaped, as A Forest
Journey ably relates, the culture, demographics, economy, internal and external politics and
technology of successive societies over the millennia.The book's comprehensive coverage
of the major role forests have play in human life (...)

?

Was It Worth It?
A Wilderness Warrior's Long Trail Home
by Doug Peacock
Patagonia Books • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 6.25 x 9 • 320 pages
9781952338045 • $40.50 • cl • Biography & Autobiography / Environmentalists & Naturalists

If wilderness is outlawed, only outlaws can save wilderness." Edward AbbeyIn a
collection of gripping stories of adventure, Doug Peacock, loner, iconoclast,
environmentalist, and contemporary of Edward Abbey, reflects on a life lived in the wild,
asking the question many ask in their twilight years: "Was It Worth It?"Recounting sojourns
with Abbey, but also Peter Matthiessen, Doug Tompkins, Jim Harrison, Yvon Chouinard and
others, Peacock observes that what he calls "solitary walks" were the greatest currency he
and his buddies ever shared. He asserts that "solitude is the deepest (...)

?

Adventure Capitalism
A History of Libertarian Exit, from the Era of Decolonization to the
Digital Age
by Raymond Craib
On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 6 x 9 • 416 pages
9781629639178 • $34.95 • pb • Political Science / Economic Conditions • Spectre

Imagine a capitalist paradise. An island utopia governed solely by the rules of the free
market and inspired by the fictions of Ayn Rand and Robinson Crusoe . Sound far-fetched?
It may not be. Over the past half-century, the wealthy have sought to escape regulation,
taxes, and society by creating private enclaves beyond national borders in what Raymond
Craib terms libertarian exit." These have been attempted from the southwest Pacific to the
Caribbean to the North Sea, often with dire consequences for local inhabitants. Taking
Nevada libertarian and land (...)

?

Black Metal Rainbows
by designed by Jaci Raia, edited by Daniel Lukes and Stanimir
Panayotov
On Sale: Jan 14/22 • 6 x 9 • 400 pages
9781629638829 • $83.95 • cl • Music / Heavy Metal

Black metal is a paradox. A noisy underground metal genre brimming with violence and
virulence, it has captured the world's imagination for its harsh yet flamboyant style and
infamous history involving arson, blasphemy, and murder. Today black metal is nothing less
than a cultural battleground between those who claim it for nationalist and racist ends, and
those who say: Nazi black metal fvck off! 
 
Black Metal Rainbows is a radical collection of writers, artists, activists, and visionaries,
including Drew Daniel, Kim Kelly, Laina Dawes, Espi Kvlt, Hunter Hunt-Hendrix, Svein (...)
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Critique of the Gotha Program
by Karl Marx, translated by Kevin B. Anderson and Karel
Ludenhoff
On Sale: Jan 28/22 • 5 x 8 • 160 pages
9781629639161 • $22.50 • pb • Political Science / Political Ideologies / Communism &
Socialism • Spectre

Marx's Critique of the Gotha Program is a revelation. It offers the fullest elaboration of his
vision for a communist future, free from the shackles of capital, but also the state. Neglected
by the statist versions of socialism, whether Social Democratic or Stalinist that left a
wreckage of coercion and disillusionment in their wake, this new annotated translation of
Marx's Critique makes clear for the first time the full emancipatory scope of Marx's notion of
life after capitalism. An erudite new introduction by Peter Hudis plumbs the depth of Marx's
(...)

?

Global Civil War
Capitalism Post-Pandemic
by William I. Robinson
PM Press • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 8 x 5 • 224 pages
9781629639383 • $25.50 • pb • Political Science / Political Ideologies / Communism &
Socialism

Following up on his earlier best-seller, The Global Police State, this exciting new study by
critically-acclaimed scholar and activist William I. Robinson offers a big-picture contribution
to understanding contemporary global society in the aftermath of the coronavirus pandemic.
It puts forth an original and cutting-edge expose of the radical transformation of global
capitalism now underway, driven by new digital technologies and turbo-charged by the
pandemic. It provides shocking data and analysis on the concentration of power and control
in the hands of corporate conglomerates, tech (...)
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Jewish Noir II
Tales of Crime and Other Dark Deeds
by foreword by Lawrence Block, edited by Kenneth Wishnia and
Chantelle Aimee Osman
On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 6 x 9 • 352 pages
9781629638225 • $25.50 • pb • Fiction / Noir

Jewish Noir II is unique collection of twenty-three all-new stories (and one reprint) by Jewish
and non-Jewish literary and genre writers, including numerous award-winning authors such
as Gabriela Aleman, Doug Allyn, Rita Lakin, Rabbi Ilene Schneider, E.J. Wagner, and
Kenneth Wishnia, with a foreword by MWA Grand Master Lawrence Block. The stories
explore such issues as the perpetual challenge of confronting resurgent anti-Semitism in the
US, the enduring legacy of regional warfare in the land of Israelsince biblical times, how the
entitled" behavior of certain (...)

?

RUIN
by Cara Hoffman
PM Press • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 7.5 x 5.5 • 136 pages
9781629639314 • $36.50 • cl • Fiction / LGBT / General

A little girl who disguises herself as an old man, an addict who collects dollhouse
furniture, a crime reporter confronted by a talking dog, a painter trying to prove the
non-existence of god, and lovers in a penal colony who communicate through
technical drawings-these are just a few of the characters who live among the ruins.
RUIN is both bracingly timely and eerily timeless in its examination of an American state in
free-fall, unsparing in its disregard for broken institutions, while shining with compassion for
all who (...)
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The Blast
by Joseph Matthews
On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 6 x 9 • 512 pages
9781629639116 • $41.95 • cl • Fiction / Thrillers / Historical

San Francisco, 1916. The streets roiling: pitched battles between radical workers and the
henchmen of industrial barons, and between a vibrant, largely Italian anarchist milieu and
the forces of state and church. All in the shadow of Europe's raging war, and of a push for
the US to enter it, a war that resisting workers call killing and dying for profits." 
 
Into this maelstrom arrives Kate Jameson, a novice envoy from Washington tasked to
secretly investigate the tenor of war (...)

?

The Fascist Groove Thing
A History of Thatcher's Britain in 21 Mixtapes
by Hugh Hodges, preface by Dick Lucas, foreword by Boff Whalley
PM Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 6 x 9 • 320 pages
9781629638843 • $31.95 • pb • Music / Philosophy & Social Aspects

The Fascist Groove Thing had many names: Thatcherism, monetarism, neoliberalism,
individualism, militarism, nationalism, racism, and anti-unionism for a start. Popular music in
Britain responded to this monster either by pretending it didn't exist or by throwing every
weapon it could muster at it. This book collects five hundred interesting songs that
addressed one alarming feature of Thatcher's Britain or another: the notional mixtape
Whistling in the Dark," for example, consists of songs about Thatcher's war onthe trade
unions; "Shopkeepers Arise!" comprises songs about consumerism and the rise of so (...)

?

Utopias of the Third Kind
by Vandana Singh
On Sale: Jan 14/22 • 5 x 7.5 • 128 pages
9781629639154 • $20.95 • pb • Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author) • Outspoken Authors

One of contemporary SF's most original and compelling voices, Vandana Singh is a
professor of physics who weaves the ancient wisdom of her native India and the hard truths
of quantum science into stories that speak to the complex wonders of today's world. This
collection includes both her fiction and her report on the Utopian experiments that are
finding new ways to save our unraveling dystopia. 
 
A most promising and original young writer." 
-Ursula K. Le Guin 
 
"Vandana Singh's radiant protagonist is a planet unto (...)
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Y'all Means All
The Emerging Voices Queering Appalachia
edited by Z. Zane McNeill
On Sale: Jan 21/22 • 6 x 9 • 256 pages
9781629639147 • $27.95 • pb • Social Science / Lgbt Studies / General

Y'all Means All is a celebration of the weird and wonderful aspects of a troubled region in all
of their manifest glory! This collection is a thought-provoking hoot and a holler of we're
queer and we're here to stay, cause we're every bit a piece of the landscape as the rocks
and the trees" echoing through the hills of Appalachia and into the boardrooms of every
media outlet and opportunistic author seeking to define Appalachia from the outside for their
own political agendas. Multidisciplinary and multi-genre, Y'all necessarily (...)
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The Hitman's Daughter
by Carolyne Topdjian
Polis Books • On Sale: Jan 11/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 350 pages
9781951709587 • $36.50 • cl • Fiction / Thrillers / Supernatural • Mave Michael

The Château du Ciel was once the destination for the rich and famous to play, drink and ski
- complete with a private railway to shuttle those desiring extra privacy - now, however, the
guests are few and far between. The New Year's Eve party was supposed to hoist the
rundown hotel back to its former status, until a massive blizzard hits, trapping the guests
who've come to celebrate the grand hotel's last hurrah. The circumstances might even be
romantic, if the hotel wasn'treputed to be haunted. When hotel employee Mave Michael (...)

?

Find Him
by Jake Hinkson
Polis Books • On Sale: Apr 1/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 320 pages
9781951709754 • $37.95 • cl • Fiction / Noir

The new novel from acclaimed, award-winning author Jake Hinkson, about Lily, a
preacher's daughter whose fiance has gone missing. But when she embarks on a deadly
search to find him, she uncovers a plot far more sinister than anything she or her church
community imagined. 
 
Praise for the novels of Jake Hinkson 
 Set in rural Arkansas, this unapologetically bleak noir explores the effects of existential and
spiritual despair in an economically depressed town where (...)
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At Close Range
Life and Death in an Artillery Regiment, 1939-45
by Peter Hart
Profile Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5.11 x 7.87 • 576 pages
9781788161664 • $20.95 • pb • History / Military / World War Ii

The South Notts Hussars fought at most British battles of the Second World War, from the
Siege of Tobruk to the Battle of El Alamein and the D-Day Landings. Here, Peter Hart draws
on detailed interviews conducted with members of the regiment to provide both a
comprehensive account of the conflict and reconstruct its most exhilarating moments: the
deafening shell explosions, the scream of diving Stukas, the devastating despair of lost
friends, and the unbreakable bond between comrades. Written in the words of the men who
experienced it, this (...)

Son of the City
A Memoir
by Dante Ross
Rare Bird Books • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 6 x 9 • 352 pages
9781947856943 • $40.50 • cl • Biography / Composers & Musicians

Son of the City goes behind the scenes of the Golden Age of Hip Hop with esteemed
producer and music industry veteran, Dante Ross, one of the top-25 greatest A&Rs as
named by Complex Magazine . Ross pulls no punches as he details his time growing up on
the pre-gentrification Lower East Side as the child of political activists, his devotion to punk
rock, and his eventual discovery of a brand new art form, which landed him at Tommy Boy
Records, where he signed and handled the careers (...)
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Forbidden Beat
Perspectives on Punk Drumming
by S. W. Lauden, with Lori Barbero, foreword by Lucky Lehrer
Rare Bird Books • On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 288 pages
9781644282274 • $27.95 • pb

Whether they're self-taught bashers or technical wizards, drummers are the thrashing,
crashing heart of our favorite punk bands. In Forbidden Beat, some of today's most
respected writers and musicians explore the history of punk percussion with personal
essays, interviews and lists featuring their favorite players and biggest influences. From 60s
garage rock and proto-punk to 70s New York and London, 80s hardcore and D-beat to 90s
pop punk and beyond, Forbidden Beat is an uptempo ode to six decades of punk rock
drumming. 
 
 Featuring Ira Elliot, Curt (...)
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The People Eaters
by Neil Bockoven
Rare Bird Books • On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 288 pages
9781644282243 • $36.50 • cl • Fiction / Historical

The second in the Earth Peoples series, following the widely-acclaimed Moctu and
the Mammoth People, a story of love, life, and survival in Ice Age Europe. 
 
The People Eaters continues the saga, starting explosively as four separate tribes - two
Neanderthal and two Homo sapien - are in great turmoil. While Moctu, Nuri, and Nindai of
the Nerean tribe (Homo sapiens) are visiting their friends and picking up Moctu's hybrid
baby, Elka, at the Krog (Neanderthal) shelter, the feared, warlike and (...)
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A Down Home Meal for These Difficult Times
Stories
by Meron Hadero
Restless Books • On Sale: May 20/22 • 5.75 x 8.5 • 224 pages
9781632061188 • $34.95 • cl

Winner of the 2020 Restless Books Prize for New Immigrant Writing, Ethiopian-
American debut author Meron Hadero's gorgeously wrought collection of stories, A
Down Home Meal for These Difficult Times , offers us sharp and humane portraits of
those whose lives have been marked by border crossings and the risk of
displacement (...)

?

Simple Gimpl
by Isaac Bashevis Singer, illustrated by Liana Finck, translated by
Saul Bellow
Restless Books • On Sale: Feb 4/22
9781632060389 • $25.50 • cl • Fiction / Classics

A gorgeously produced edition of Nobel Prize laureate Isaac Bashevis Singer's most
famous story, about a hapless yet charmingly resilient baker named Gimpl who is the butt of
every joke, appearing for the first time in Singer's own translation alongside his original
Yiddish version and the canonical 1953 translation by fellow Nobel laureate Saul Bellow,
with illustrations by cartoonist Liana Finck (...)
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Team Emotional Intelligence 2.0
The Four Essential Skills of High Performing Teams
by Jean Greaves
TalentSmart • On Sale: Feb 11/22
9780974719344 • $34.95 • cl • Bus & Econ / Leadership

As organizations shift to depend more on team-based structures, the pressure to
develop high-performing teams is more critical than ever. In the modern work
environment, teams are expected to embrace change, navigate complexity, and
collaborate well under pressure - all while delivering exceptional results and forming
productive relationships. 
 
While it is crucial to have talented, bright people within a team, there is a dynamic that is
even more essential to overall team effectiveness. This dynamic is Team Emotional
Intelligence (...)

LEAD

?

Burn Coast
A Novel
by Dale Maharidge
The Unnamed Press • On Sale: Jan 27/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 288 pages
9781951213183 • $37.95 • cl • Fic / Small Town & Rural

Zoe Vanderlip is missing. The Ark is empty. And nobody on McGee Ridge can agree
about what exactly happened to her. 
 
 Earthquake-rattled and clinging to the thousand-foot cliffs of the Northern California coast,
McGee Ridge is nestled in one of a very few truly wild places left in the Lower 48. It is also
home to a band of off-grid outlaws who vanished behind the famed Redwood Curtain in the
1960s, and whose time there is swiftly (...)
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Mirror Made of Rain
by Naheed Phiroze Patel
The Unnamed Press • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781951213602 • $34.95 • pb

Despite an embarrassing, alcoholic mother, Noomi Wadia is loathe to change her own hard-
partying ways simply because it's what's expected in Kamalpur high society. As her peers
begin to marry and her social obligations become more fraught, she finds herself under
constant scrutiny at summer parties of the city's upper crust. 
 
 With her options in her hometown growing increasingly limited, Noomi leaves for Mumbai
and quickly becomes a successful journalist. There she falls in love with Veer, who
appreciates (...)

Time Out Florence City Guide
Travel Guide
by Time Time Out
Time Out • On Sale: Mar 11/22 • 5.10 x 7.80
9781780592886 • $32.95 • pb • Travel / Europe / Italy

Time Out Florence gives the lowdown on where to go and what to see in Tuscany's
beautiful capital. Florence has the finest collection of Renaissance art in the world, and a
character list that reads like a Who's Who of the period's greatest artists and thinkers -
Dante, Leonardo, Michelangelo - not to mention the powerful families who financed their
work: the Medici and the Strozzi. Evidence of their lasting influence is everywhere you look,
in the churches, palaces and civic buildings of this unique city. But as well as the jewels (...)
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Brood X
by Joshua Dysart, by (artist) MK Perker
TKO Studios • On Sale: Jan 21/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 100 pages
9781952203282 • $13.95 • pb • Fiction / Horror

TKO Studios presents "Brood X" by Eisner-nominated writer Joshua Dysart (UNKNOWN
SOLDIER, B.P.R.D.) 
 
With the Red Scare on the rise and a looming fear of nuclear war gripping the nation, seven
laborers gather under the smoldering heat of an Indiana summer to begin a curious project:
constructing a bomb shelter in the middle of nowhere. 
 
But when the emergence of a once-in-a-century cicada swarm ushers in (...)
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One Eye Open
by Alex Grecian, by (artist) Andrea Mutti
TKO Studios • On Sale: Jan 21/22 • 5.5 x 8.5 • 100 pages
9781952203299 • $13.95 • pb • Fiction / Horror

TKO Studios presents "One Eye Open" by New York Times Bestselling author Alex Grecian
(THE YARD) 
 
After her mother's sudden passing, Laura and her daughter Juniper return to her childhood
home in the rural outskirts of Denmark. In the scenic village amidst seas of wheat fields,
Laura hopes they have finally let tragedy behind them. Then, Juniper begins to notice
something strange about the people she encounters, the same people who have worked in
these fieldsfor centuries. 
 
In tracing her (...)
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Sentient
by Jeff Lemire, by (artist) Gabriel Hernandez Walta
TKO Studios • On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 7.53 x 11.5 • 250 pages
9781952203817 • $69.95 • cl • Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Exploration

TKO is proud to present "Sentient" in the ultimate edition of Jeff Lemire and Gabriel
Walta's instant sci-fi classic, andEisner-Award nominee, in this deluxe hardcover. 
 
Includes an extensive back section filled with never-before seen script excerpts, concept art,
character designs and much more. 
 
From Eisner Award-winnersJeff Lemire ( Black Hamme r) and Gabriel Walta ( The
Vision )... WELCOME TO THE U.S.S. MONTGOMERY. 
 
When a separatist attack kills every (...)
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Philanthrocapitalism and the Erosion of Democracy
A Global Citizens Report on the Corporate Control of Technology,
Health, and Agriculture
edited by Vendana Shiva, compiled by Navdanya International
Too Far Publishing • On Sale: Feb 24/22 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages
9780907791911 • $25.50 • pb • Political Science / Globalization

Philanthrocapitalism and the Erosion of Democracy gathers evidence that details the
dangers of corporate and individual billionaire philanthropic developments" in agricultural
technology, food, knowledge, and global health systems. Such philanthropy allows a select
elite few to manipulate information and policy for their own profit, thus undermining
democracies and communities globally. Over the last 30 years philanthrocapitalism has
emerged as a major force able to derail the international agenda and push our future, and
the future of our planet, towards extinction and ecological collapse. Throughout this book,
we see how the (...)
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Grid Pro Quo
52 Powerful Gymnastic Exercises from the World's Top Riders
That You Can Do at Home
by Margaret Rizzo McKelvy
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Mar 4/22 • 8.25 x 10.25 • 160 pages
9781646010691 • $41.95 • cl • Sports & Recreation / Equestrian

Favorite lessons from the pros to improve your horse's adjustability, connection, and
performance over fences. 
 
This modern-day quick reference to more than 50 grids and jumping exercises brings the
best of top international training and instruction into your home ring. Build your skillset and
your horse's confidence and conditioning with a fantastic selection of lessons you can use
to: 
 

?

Stretch Exercises for Horses
Build and Preserve Mobility, Strength and Suppleness
by Jean-Michel Boudard
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 6.5 x 9.75 • 128 pages
9781646010936 • $34.95 • cl • Sports & Recreation / Equestrian

A highly illustrated guide to the most effective and beneficial stretches for horses. 
 
Stretching is a necessary part of any athlete's exercise and maintenance routine. Long
recognized to promote flexibility and prevent injury in humans, stretching can bring the
same benefits to horses when made part of their daily care. This illustrated handbook
makes it easy for riders and owners to include simple exercises that improve performance
and increase longevity in their usual training schedule. 
 
 Optimal equine performance requires strength (...)

?

The Athletic Equestrian
Over 30 Exercises for Good Hands, Power Legs, and Superior
Seat Awareness
by Sally Batton, with Christina Keim
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 8.25 x 10.25 • 184 pages
9781646010516 • $37.95 • pb • Sports & Recreation / Equestrian

A proven rider training system to sharpen position and vastly improve skill in the
saddle. 
 
Whether competing in the show ring or riding at home on the trail, every rider wants to be
more secure and balanced in the saddle and effective with their aids. This innovative guide
uses highly effective exercises to develop your athleticism on horseback so you can say
goodbye to common rider problems, such as: 
 

?

Traditional Nordic Knits
Over 40 Hats, Mittens, Gloves, and Socks
by Johanna Wallin
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 7.5 x 9 • 160 pages
9781646011315 • $34.95 • cl • Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting

The classic Nordic knitting tradition is a widely-respected-and increasingly popular-source of
exquisite patterns and design inspiration all over the world. Now, with Traditional Nordic
Knits, get a glimpse into the rich history and heritage of this beloved cornerstone of
needlecraft. 15 time-honored patterns become over 40 different projects, gracing mittens,
gloves, hats, and socks through designs suitable for all levels of experience, and each
project is introduced with an example of a historic knitted item and a fascinating explanation
of the pattern's background and origin. With (...)
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A Hard Place to Leave
Stories from a Restless Life
by Marcia DeSanctis
Travelers Tales • On Sale: Apr 15/22 • 5.25 x 8 • 254 pages
9781609522063 • $26.95 • pb • Travel / Essays & Travelogues

Starting in a dreary hotel room in Moscow in 1983, ending on a West Texas trail in 2021,
and weaving back and forth to rural New England, the essays and recollections in this book
span the whole globe and half a lifetime. With intimacy, depth, and intelligence, this memoir
in essays poses a universal question: what do you do with the pull of restlessness? Marcia
DeSanctis, New York Times bestselling travel author, award-winning essayist, journalist for
Vogue and Travel + Leisure and former ABC News producer immerses us in places (...)

?

The Temporary European
25 Years of Behind-the-Scenes Stories from a Professional
Traveler
by Cameron Hewitt
Travelers Tales • On Sale: Jan 21/22 • 5.25 x 8 • 352 pages
9781609522049 • $26.95 • pb • Travel / Essays & Travelogues

Write guidebooks, make travel TV, lead bus tours? Cameron Hewitt has been Rick
Steves' right hand for more than 20 years, doing just that. 
 
The Temporary European is a collection of vivid, entertaining travel tales from across
Europe. Cameron zips you into his backpack for engaging and inspiring experiences:
sampling spleen sandwiches at a Palermo street market; hiking alone with the cows high in
the Swiss Alps; simmering in Budapest's thermal baths; trekking across an English moor to
a stone (...)

?

Woodsqueer
Crafting a Sustainable Rural Life
by Gretchen Legler
Trinity University Press • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 6 x 8 • 288 pages
9781595349590 • $26.50 • pb • Nature / Essays

Woodsqueer" is sometimes used to describe the mindset of a person who has taken to the
wild for an extended period of time. Gretchen Legler is no stranger to life away from the
rapid-fire pace of the twenty-first century, which can often lead to a kind of stir-craziness.
Woodsqueer chronicles her experiences intentionally focusing on not just making a living
but making a life - in this case, an agrarian one more in tune with the earth on eighty acres
in backwoods Maine. 
 
Building a home with her (...)

?

New Animal
by Ella Baxter
Two Dollar Radio • On Sale: Feb 25/22 • 5.5 x 7.5 • 212 pages
9781953387127 • $22.50 • pb • Fiction / Literary

New Animal is a poignant, darkly comedic look at human connection from a biting
and original new voice in Ella Baxter. 
 
Amelia Aurelia is approaching thirty and her closest relationships - other than her mother -
are through her dating apps. She works at the family mortuary business as a cosmetic
mortician with her eccentric step-father and older brother, whose throuple's current
preoccupation is with what type of snake to adopt. When Amelia's affectionate mother
passes away without warning, she is (...)
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At the Edge of the Woods
by Masatsugu Ono, translated by Juliet Winters Carpenter
Two Lines Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 5 x 8 • 184 pages
9781949641288 • $23.95 • pb

In an unnamed foreign country, a family of three settles into a house at the edge of the
woods where they hope to make a life. But something is off. A sound, at first like coughing
and then like laughter, emanates from the nearby forest. Fantastical creatures, it is said, live
out there in a castle where feudal lords reigned and Resistance fighters fell. When the
mother, fearing another miscarriage, returns to her family's home to give birth to a second
child, father and son are left totheir own devices (...)

?

Originals!
Black Women Breaking Barriers
by Jessie Carney Smith Smith
Visible Ink Press • On Sale: Jan 11/22 • 6 x 9 • 300 pages
9781578597598 • $27.95 • pb • History / Women

Discover and celebrate the achievements of some of America's most inspiring
women! The first female. African American vice president, first U.S. senator, the 83rd U.S.
Attorney General, and first black state legislator in Alaska. The first time a black woman and
a white band shared the same stage; the first black woman writer to win a Pulitzer Prize;
and the first black prima ballerina at the Metropolitan Opera Company. Black women have
accomplished incredible things throughout American history. An important book, Originals!
profiles the lives and successes of such notable (...)

?

Originals!
Black Women Breaking Barriers
by Jessie Carney Smith Smith
Visible Ink Press • On Sale: Jan 11/22 • 6 x 9 • 400 pages
9781578597345 • $69.95 • cl • History / Women

Discover and celebrate the achievements of some of America's most inspiring
women! The first female. African American vice president, first U.S. senator, the 83rd U.S.
Attorney General, and first black state legislator in Alaska. The first time a black woman and
a white band shared the same stage; the first black woman writer to win a Pulitzer Prize;
and the first black prima ballerina at the Metropolitan Opera Company. Black women have
accomplished incredible things throughout American history. An important book, Originals!
profiles the lives and successes of such notable (...)

?

The Constitution Explained
by David L. Hudson, Jr
Visible Ink Press • On Sale: Mar 11/22 • 7.12 x 9.25 • 400 pages
9781578597505 • $31.95 • pb • Political Science / Constitutions

The United States Constitution is a short document, and it is written in general
language, which leaves much of the meaning unwritten and open to interpretation.
Explore the history, the various clauses, amendments and interpretations.
Understand your rights (and responsibilities). Dig into this important document and
watershed in the history of governments! From the Constitutional Convention to the
creation of the Constitution and its eventual ratification, and to the Bill of Rights and the
thorny constitutional issues of today, The Constitution Explained covers the history, our
founding fathers' goals, and (...)
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The Handy Armed Forces Answer Book
Your Guide to the Whats and Whys of the U.S. Military
by Richard Estep
Visible Ink Press • On Sale: Apr 11/22 • 7.12 x 9.25 • 400 pages
9781578597437 • $30.95 • pb • History / Military / US

The story of the United States military is the story of the country itself. Both have
grown and changed over time. Learn about the unique histories, traditions, weapons,
leaders, stats, and fun facts of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Air Force,
and Space Force, and their roles within the military in this fun and fascinating guide!
From the few hundred soldiers in its ranks when it was first established, to the over one
million service members today, the U.S. military has grown in power and size over its (...)

?

Your Upper Body, Your Yoga
Including Asymmetries & Proportions of the Whole Body
by Bernie Clark
Wild Strawberry Productions • On Sale: Feb 4/22 • 8.5 x 11
9781777687304 • $37.95 • pb • Health & Fitness / Yoga

Your Upper Body, Your Yoga is the highly anticipated final book of the Your Body,
Your Yoga trilogy - the definitive investigation of how your uniqueness affects your
movements, postures and your yoga. 
 
This remarkable trilogy looks at the variations of human anatomy and its effect on the
body's biomechanics. Used as a standard text for many yoga teacher training programs it
provides yoga students and teachers a system for exploring what asanas are possible and
sensible and which postures should (...)

?

Scat Finder
A Guide to Mammal Scat of Eastern North America
by Dorcas S. Miller
Wilderness Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22 • 6 x 4 • 64 pages
9780912550343 • $8.50 • pb • Nature / Mammals • Nature Study Guides

Identify mammal scat in eastern North America with this pocket-size guide.If you're
fascinated by animal tracks or the practice of tracking, then learning to identify scat is a
helpful aid. If you're curious about which critters are crossing your path or are in your
backyard, then Scat Finder by Dorcas S. Miller is just what you need. With the handy, easy-
to-use book, you can identify mammal tracks of eastern North America, from the states that
border the Mississippi River all the way to the Atlantic Ocean.Book Features (...)

?

Cinderella, You Bitch
Rescue Your Relationships from the Fairy Tale Fantasy
by Shannon Heth and Beau Nelson
Wonderwell • On Sale: Feb 18/22 • 7.75 x 5.75 • 208 pages
9781637560020 • $23.95 • pb • Self-Help / Personal Growth / Happiness

Break free from the fairy tale myths of love into the freedom of designing your own version
of happily ever after-where you are the hero of your own story. Want to wake up from your
slumber and take control of your romantic life? Then this book is for you. 
 
Cinderella, You Bitch: Rescue Your Relationships From the Fairy Tale Fantasy takes a
humorous, heartfelt, and in-depth look at how the fairy tale narrative has created unrealistic
and impossible (...)
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Circle Way
A Daughter's Memoir, a Writer's Journey Home
by Mary Ann Hogan, foreword by Eric Newton
Wonderwell • On Sale: Feb 24/22 • 6 x 9 • 240 pages
9781637560129 • $40.95 • cl • Biography / Personal Memoirs

In this visually rich, multigenerational lyric essay, Mary Ann Hogan reflects on a life
of letters and her relationship to her late father, Bill Hogan, well-known literary editor
at the San Francisco Chronicle, whom John Steinbeck once dubbed an old and
valued friend." 
 
Circle Way is a bittersweet memoir of a father, daughter, and a prominent California family.
Written in an evocative, expressionistic style, this work of creative nonfiction flutters
somewhere between journalism and poetry. 
 
At the heart of (...)

?

The Gandhiana Jones Project
An 8-Week Course in Becoming the Change You Want to See in
the World
by Joe Kelly
Wonderwell • On Sale: Jan 20/22 • 6 x 9 • 208 pages
9781637560105 • $22.50 • pb • Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

In this personal development guide, Joe Kelly leads readers on an 8-week adventure
to discover the principles of Values, Passion, Skills, and Service - and how to apply
them for maximum impact in the world and in one's own life. 
 
What if you could be the change you want to see in the world and have the time of your life
doing it? 
 
It's time to shelve the outdated concept (...)
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Spotting Danger Before It Spots Your TEENS
Teaching Situational Awareness To Keep Teenagers Safe
by Gary Dean Quesenberry
YMAA Publication Center • On Sale: Apr 11/22 • 6 x 9 • 192 pages
9781594398681 • $26.50 • pb • Health & Fitness / Safety • Head's Up

As adults, we like to think we have a good idea of what the world may have in store for our
teenagers, but the fact of the matter is there's a vast divide between what we perceive as
dangerous and what our teens are actually up against. 
 
Teenagers face unique challenges when it comes to situational awareness. 
 
These challenges are only exacerbated by the constant physical and biological changes
teens (...)
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Simply Stitched with Punch Needle
11 Artful Punch Needle Projects to Embroider with Floss
by Yumiko Higuchi
Zakka Workshop • On Sale: Mar 25/22 • 7.5 x 9 • 64 pages
9781940552651 • $22.50 • pb • Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / General

Embroidery lovers, expand your stitching repertoire to include punch needle! 
  
Discover the art of punch needle with this collection of 11 special projects from Japanese
embroidery artist Yumiko Higuchi. This series of sweet little projects will teach you how to
achieve rich, three-dimensional textures and finishes with your fiber art, all using a punch
needle pen and embroidery floss. 
  
In this curated collection, Higuchi offers her simple, modern spin (...)
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